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Congress’ failure to pass the fiscal 2011 defense budget in a timely manner created
undue uncertainties and hardships on the military and industry.
In a March hearing before the Senate Appropriations Committee’s Subcommittee on
Defense, Secretary of the Air Force Michael Donley mirrored the concerns of other senior
Department leaders. Donley pointed out that a decision to extend the continuing resolution
at fiscal 2010 budget levels through the remainder of this year would have a significant
effect on his service. Some of his main concerns include reductions in modernization and
upgrade programs in order to fund over $4 billion in must-pay bills for urgent operational
needs, like those in Afghanistan and Iraq, and military healthcare and the military pay raise
of 1.4 percent, which Congress has authorized but has not yet funded.
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During industry conferences and meetings through this spring, CBRNE company
representatives told me of their hesitation to hire new personnel, conduct research and
development, and do what else is needed to run a successful business – while Congress
dithered on the current year defense bill.
Representatives noted that while the Obama administration and Congress are doing what
they deem necessary to stabilize the nation’s financial situation by slowing the rate of
defense spending and seeking out military budget efficiencies, they have an obligation to
allow the military services and industry to operate efficiently in a stable fiscal environment.
To this end, CST & CBRNE encourages Congress to look beyond the political theater
in its budget debates and process, and enact current year’s Defense bills not later than
October 31st of this year.
During the busy Spring 2011 congressional testimony season, comments from several
senior DoD leaders caught our attention. In particular, Admiral Mike Mullen, Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, noted “the emerging security environment calls for more
extensive and broader security partnerships within government, between public and
private, and most importantly, internationally.” The United States, he said, “must ensure
its military can operate across the full spectrum of its capabilities” -- from stability and
counterinsurgency operations to more traditional capabilities.
The CSTs and other Department forces are operating in the context outlined by Mullen.
One insight on these forces’ partnership with other government agencies may be gleaned
from the Q&A with New York Fire Department Capt. James D’Avolio in this issue.
As always, I look forward to your comments.

Best regards,
Marty Kauchak
Editor
CST & CBRNE Source Book
Tactical Defense Media
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
301-974-9792
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In an interview with CST & CBRNE, Captain
James E. D’Avolio, M.E.P, of Hazardous
Material Company #1, New York Fire
Department, discusses cooperation efforts
with DoD and National Guard CBRN
counterparts.
By Marty Kauchak, Editor

DoD first responders operate in an interagency
context – with counterparts in other federal, state
and local governments, members of industry, and
allies and friends. CST & CBRNE gained insights
on a wide range of current HAZMAT-related
issues for the New York Fire Department – one
of Department’s important partners – from Capt.
James E. D’Avolio, M.E.P, of Hazardous Material
Company #1.

Capt. D’Avolio

Q: Tell us about the FDNY’s current hazardous material
mission.
A: The mission as it is currently stated is life first, property
second.
We get involved with anything that has to do with accidental
or intentional releases of HAZMAT.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Anything intentional is the lead responsibility of the police
department. I tell my company there’s almost a demand
to have law enforcement take that lead because it was a
criminal act – and it has to be that mission specific – police
do criminal investigations. While we have the skills to handle
almost any hazmat incident, when you deal with criminal
intent, an intentional release of a WMD or a
CBRN, the incident itself and the chemical that’s
released have to be handled in a specific, aseptic
manner. We don’t really practice aseptic sampling
techniques. Although we have trained for it and
are familiar with it, we don’t practice it.
And that’s also where the CSTs fit in.

Captain D’Avolio was interviewed by Marty Kauchak,
CST & CBRNE Editor, on February 28, 2011.

For accidental release FDNY plays a lead role.

:NYFD

Source

Q: That’s a good transition point. Discuss
FDNY’s cooperative efforts with the National
Guard Bureau CSTs.

A: I’m familiar with the 2nd and 24th CSTs [New York
National Guard]. We started doing training and completing
other coordination efforts with the 2nd CST in 2003. We also
started and enjoyed our professional relationship with the
24th after it was established [in 2007 and assigned to cover
New York City].
The CSTs and my company have done a tremendous amount
of training, coordination and information sharing – the tools
and equipment we both have, for example. We soon realized
that we were very compatible in what we carried – and that
we complemented each other.
Our collaboration is very professional and we look out for
each other. If we have HAZMAT courses we will offer them a
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couple of seats, and if they have course openings, they do
the same.

room-by-room search for the product and even did on-spot
decontamination.

It has kept our relationship going very well.

And we have had chlorine releases and leaks. A tractor trailer
going off the road and rupturing its tank comes to mind. We
also did a good number of propane burn-offs.

We get together formally and informally about 6 to 10 times
annually. The CSTs and our department talk about new
equipment and systems, and similar things. And we stay in
contact through operations we support in the city – sporting
events, outdoor concerts, U.N. General Assembly meetings,
dignitary visits and the like. Once a year we try to have a
formal exercise – and include other New York City Fire
Department companies.
We’ve known and worked with their officers and senior
enlisted leaders over the years, so it’s a good professional,
collaborative relationship. We’ve designed exercises to
coordinate our capabilities – tools and other equipment, and
training, tactics and procedures. The CSTs and FDNY are
very knowledgeable of each other’s missions – and why not?
In a major event we’re both going to operate together – so
it’s beneficial to know what each other does.
In addition to serving as liaison with the CSTs I am also the
liaison with Consolidated Edison’s chemical and biological
weapons response team – and I’ve introduced the CSTs
to ConEd’s team to expand all of our training pool and
professional relationships.
Q: You’ve also talked about some of your new equipment
and tools. Provide an update of some of your newest
devices.
A: We have a pilot program for the HazMatID Ranger and
360 handheld identification systems [Smiths Detection].

Q: How is FDNY’s HAZMAT mission changing as new
toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) and materials (TIMs) are
received by industry?
A: A very good question. As new TICs and TIMs are
introduced so are new technologies. And so are new tactics
and procedures. One of the things that we constantly try to
do is stay abreast of what technology exists, what new tactics
are out there, and who may have discovered something
new. I don’t worry that much about the new TICs and TIMs.
Constantly playing in this arena keeps us sharp.
But the thing that we have focused our attention on in the
last 12-to-18 months is a Mumbai-style attack [India in
November 2008]. If that type of event takes place in a setting
like Manhattan, which would be right for that type of event
because the scenario fits Manhattan, and couple it with
HAZMAT, we need to know how we would respond.
Q: Are detection equipment and other fielded systems
keeping pace with newer types of HAZMAT used in the
enduring threat of WMDs and in industrial incidents?
A: Yes, they are keeping pace. As technology advances,
some of the things I see include making strides in structural
firefighting gear, and new progress in making lite vapor barrier
protection in case you conduct a life threatening entry.

We also have a Demron radiation blanket. You can use it
as a blanket to drop on the source if you have radiation
emissions. You can also use it as a shield to make an entry
in a hazardous area.

The three primary chemical protective clothing manufacturers
are constantly looking at ways to improve their garments. I
believe they all now have garments that have a flash or fire
retardant
rating.

Q: Can you also tell us about your top three HAZMAT
missions, by response type, within the last six months?

And FDNY is going to the Lion suit [MT 94 CBRN protective
ensemble] now, using it strictly for rescue purposes.

A: The number one mission – our bread and butter, so to
speak – is the fuel leak. That could be transportation or
structural. Nothing exciting – a leaking fuel tank in a vehicle
accident or even someone overfilling a tank with oil – but we
have to mitigate the spill.

Editor’s note: The products discussed in this interview do
not represent an endorsement by Captain D’Avolio, the New
York Fire Department or the City of New York. Rather, these
devices are part of a factual overview of the Department’s
capabilities.

The secondary responses are anything accidental with
respect to corrosive chemicals – household spills or even
intentional spills – someone throwing acid on another
person, for example. We even had an interesting case where
a junior high school student stole his chemistry teacher’s
mild corrosive powder. The student gave some of the
chemical to his friends who put it on their faces and then
exhibited symptoms similar to those of a past Strontium 90
contamination event in Brazil. We isolated the school, did a

contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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IED Training
for Real-Time Missions in Seattle

CSTs train and exercise regularly and
rigorously in a variety of challenging roles and
environments to complete their mission.
By Kevin Cresswell, CST & CBRNE Correspondent

It was the Greek philosopher, Epictetus who wrote, “Not
every difficult and dangerous thing is suitable for training, but
only that which is conducive to success in achieving the object
of our effort.” Epictetus knew that individuals are responsible
for their own actions, which they can control through rigorous
training, preparation and procedures. Anything concerning
explosives is dangerous but following his stoic philosophy, first
responders need training beyond simple familiarization.
CSTs are an analytical and advisory civil and military interface.
As a resource available to multiple state and local agencies, the
teams can also be deployed as a pre-incident and predicative
measure in a “search and sanitize” role, for example, prior to
a major event or VIP visit. In order to complete the mission
successfully, the CST should be regularly, rigorously trained and
exercised in a variety of challenging roles and environments.
With this in mind Field Forensics Inc. (FFI), a Tampa-based
explosive detection manufacturer and training provider, along
with Defense Services International (DSI), hosted a 40-hour
Improvised Explosive Device (IED) training seminar program for
CSTs at Safeco Field, the Seattle Mariners’ home stadium, this
February. The students included members of the Washingtonbased 48th CST, Seattle Police and Fire Departments with
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visiting personnel from Alabama’s 46th CST. This joint training
approach of including multiple agencies is an effective way to
allow the units to train as they will operate.
This was the second CST FFI/DSI modular based training
program. In the program, training is comprised of lecture and
presentations from subject matter experts, lively and facilitated
interactive workshop discussions, and hands-on training. The
program introduces the students to contemporary IED threats
in the land and maritime domains. The course identifies types of
explosives likely to be found and provides the CST commander
and operator with an appropriate team reaction and response
action, and simple, but highly effective and reliable, explosive
detection capability.
The field course is presented at the unclassified level. In
order to provide best value training to the client, the course
is regularly updated with information based on open source
information and through a network of “on the ground” contacts.
With a combined total of more than 100 years military, fire and
law enforcement operational experience, the instructional staff
provides quality and focused instruction, and delivers it in an
enthusiastic and balanced way.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

The practical training exercises involve inert IED/WMD training
aids, hook and line equipment, advanced search techniques
and explosive trace detection scenarios. “It is however, clearly
understood by the CST attendees from the outset, that this is not
an Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) or IED ‘defeat the device’
course”, Ernie Lorelli, course designer and chief instructor, explained.
“It is a program specifically intended for National Guard CST reacting
and respond to CBRNE incidents in support of the first responders.”
Lorelli brings to the classroom more than 25 years of operational
experience as a bomb technician and a master’s degree in
education.
Due to the unique challenges and the perception of the maritime
environment being the “achilles heel” of the transportation sector,
a maritime asymmetric threat and search module is included. This
strategy benefits CSTs from U.S. coastal and island states and
territories, whose responsibilities may include ports.
Terrorism searches can be defined as the use of systematic
procedures for finding terrorists’ resources. It is the capability to
locate specific items or material using intelligence assessment,
systematic procedures, and appropriate detection techniques. This
is achieved through the skill of looking and the art of finding.
The National Guard CSTs provide a phased, mutual support
capability to support, detect and identify CBRNE agents/substances,
assess the current and projected effects and advise local authorities
on managing the effects of incidents and coordinating an appropriate
response.

Matt Nisbett, a retired U.S. Army bomb technician who led his
unit in completing more than 2,500 explosive-related missions in
Iraq, is an advocate for this type of training provision. His combatderived insights are evident during class briefings. “As part of your
role and core business, you, the CST react, and your first responder
colleagues respond to potential and live acts of terrorism that will
more than likely involve an explosive device or devices as part of
the incident. Your actions can ensure the safety and successful
device mitigation by EOD,” he said.

Borrowing from the U.K. Experience
In the U.K. military, IED search procedures have been
coordinated on three levels for many years.
At the top echelon, U.K.’s equivalent of the U.S. National
Guard, the Territorial Army, is administered differently and can only
be deployed on Royal Command.
In the late 1990s, civilian law enforcement teams were
established into police search teams – a second resource for
the nation. Much can be learned from these teams’ experience
in terms of administration, standard operating procedures and
equipment used to counter U.K. terrorist activities of the recent
decade. Individuals appointed in this secondary role to their
primary law enforcement duties, attend a week long search
procedures course.
The British also developed at the local level a police search
advisor (PSA). This individual, who also is in a collateral role to his
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or her normal law enforcement duties, is the advisor to chief officers
on search techniques for counter terrorism and other events, such
as missing persons, CBN incidents and other major incidents.

notepad during a break and that the material had transferred to
his hand. The sensitivity and simplicity of the equipment were well
understood.

Comparable to their U.S. CST counterparts, PSAs plan
searches and control their search teams on low risk and other
search operations. They also take responsibility for honing skills
and maintaining a ready trained response. The search is classified
as low risk when there is no immediate reason to believe that an
explosive or CBRN device or booby trap is present.

“At the conclusion of the course, students are well prepared
to execute their mission in the IED environment and become well
equipped to develop pre-incident plans, facilitate search, detect
explosives using the Field Forensics trace detection kits and
provide post-incident management guidance”, Lloyd Stading, CEO
of DSI, pointed out.

For a high risk search in the U.K., the search role is undertaken
by the military’s Royal Engineers High Risk Search Teams.

An enabling FFI CST kit was also developed to facilitate training.
The kit includes entry tools, seals, markers and an electronic visual
capability. The CST kit also includes the E.L.I.T.E range of explosive
detection materials. The addition of the DELTA backpack and
components allows the operator to have a down range basic
hook and line function. Once introduced to the new equipment
on day one, the students use it throughout all practical phases of
the course. This allows for familiarity, confidence and provides for
instructor adjustment in its use throughout the course.

With experience gleaned from the U.K. model and combined
with instructor expertise, elements of the FFI/DSI course include
numerous examples of the British lessons learned and their
approach to managing explosive incidents.
The FFI/DSI course topics include:
• Introduction to 4th generation warfare
• Global IED and CBRN threats
• IED anatomy
• Tactical considerations for placed vehicle borne, water borne
and suicide IEDs
• Reaction, response, and secondary IEDs
• Search planning
• Venue safety and defensive venue protective searches
• IED search, evacuation, and shelter in-place decisions
• CARVER vulnerability assessment model for CSTs
• IED threat planning (asymmetric)
• Threats and IED search challenges for CSTs
• FFI CST remote search kit function and application
• Introduction to basic hook and line techniques   
• Home Made Explosives (HME) introduction
• Detection and identification of a full range of explosives
• E.L.I.T.E detection for the CST mission.
• Booby traps
“Much thought has gone into designing this course to maximize
CST safety and capability while performing their mission to defeat
the potential terrorist network. FFI has developed a unique CST
search kit to supplement their popular NIC DELTA Hook & Line
backpack,” Lorelli explained. “Student learning is evaluated by a
series of realistic field training exercises and the kit is with them
throughout.”
In one case, during the lesson on explosive trace testing,
a swab of a law enforcement handgun provided by one of the
students showed an immediate detection for black powder
residue. The class was clearly impressed as the weapon had been
well cleaned.
In another instance, a Guardsmen had his hand swabbed for
explosive material. He looked confident as the instructor conducted
the test, then shook his head as the E.L.I.T.E device from the CST
kit indicates the presence of the material on his hand. While there
appeared to be nothing on his hand, the instructor explained
that he wiped a small amount of inert TNT onto the student’s
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Downstream Developments
Centralized command and control is a fundamental principal of
any search and secure operation or response to a major incident
or crisis. As a result Field Forensics has also been assessing and
developing a management software program to support these
operations. The tool, “Global G4”, is designed to support the CST
commander in determining and assessing the risk in relation to
defensive venue search.
The program provides a single intuitive user-friendly interface
that can securely navigate vulnerability assessments and threats
and provides a single view and understanding of detailed
information provided through current available information and then
updated by the CST on the ground. The program unites data from
web feeds, databases, RSS feeds - into a single view and provides
an incident or CST commander with secure, permission-based
publishing to the network centric command.
Field Forensics Inc. and Defense Services International offer
other tactical courses for first responders including a 3-day hook
& line module. The industry team can provide customized training
at a number of venues across the country or their mobile training
team will visit team locations.

For more info: www.fieldforensics.com or
kcresswell@fieldforensics.com
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Continuity
One area that has not been addressed with a high degree of
fidelity is continuity of operations and continuity of government
during a radiological or nuclear catastrophic emergency.
By BG Xavier Stewart, (Ret.) (Pa.), Ph.D. and William Oberholtzer, (LTC) (Ret.)

Events in the Middle East exemplify just how volatile,
uncertain, unpredictable, complex, and ambiguous our
world is. One concern is the proliferation of nuclear
weapons technology. Preventing rogue states and terrorist
organizations (state or non-state supported) from acquiring
these are formidable challenges considering that the former
Soviet Union (Russia), China, United States, Pakistan,
India, France, North Korea, England, and Israel have these
weapons.
In addition, other nations are also seeking to acquire
these weapons, as noted in the November 2004 CIA 721
Report. The CIA report clearly demonstrated that Iran has
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Gap

been pursuing a clandestine nuclear weapons program.1
“The barriers to developing a nuclear weapon today are not
intellectual; the barriers instead are the physical requirements
needed to make a deliverable weapon that will function
reliably.”2
The likelihood of a small-yield nuclear accidental release or
purposeful (terrorist) attack on a targeted nation or detonation
of a radiological dispersal device (RDD or dirty bomb) is
increasing as the proliferation of and familiarity with nuclear
technology is becoming more accessible on the illicit market,
and from nations with the technology.3
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Gone are the simplistic days of civil defense drills and
bomb shelters wherein our biggest concerns were the threat
of a nuclear exchange between the two super powers.
Today’s emergency managers will face a daunting task during
the radiological or nuclear catastrophic emergency (RNCE).
Emergency management has evolved into an extremely
complex and multifaceted arena, requiring a working
knowledge of a wide array of disciplines we term today as an
“All-hazards” approach.

NG As

a

Force Multiplier

One area that has not been addressed with a high degree
of fidelity is Continuity of Operations and Continuity of
Government (COOP/COG). Mastery of skill sets in this arena
is quite limited.
The establishment of a network of National Guard (NG)
COOP sites to strengthen the U.S government’s response
to CBRN catastrophes should be part of the U.S. national
response system. These sites would provide responders with
command, control, coordination, communication, computers,
intelligence and information (C5I2). Since inadequate
responses to such catastrophes and events could disrupt
governmental operations, the NG COOP would make such
disruption much less likely and will strategically posture the
U.S. in the 21st century.
Using the NG as a force multiplier to support the federal
government by providing dedicated COOP sites will enable
the U.S. to be better prepared to maintain COG. The NG
should be incorporated into a future presidential policy
directive by the Obama administration.
Effective preparation and response to a RNCE attack
will result in mass casualties requiring timely communication
systems. To make sound decisions, our leaders need
accurate, verifiable data. Such decisions will be made in
many domains at the local, county, regional, state, and federal
levels. Decision-makers include emergency responders,
elected officials, public health officials, and leaders in the
National Guard and federal government. These leaders
will need large amounts of information, integrated health
data, resource and asset management data from disparate
sources. Through designated COOP C5I2 sites, the NG can
serve as an effective partner by providing these leaders with
the ability to share information over multiple mediums during
preparedness, response, and recovery operations.4
The National Guard is a formidable strategic military
reserve component with significant operational experience
in combat and responses to natural disasters. The NG
has approximately 3,000 armories and 140 Air Guard
bases situated in fifty-four (54) states and territories and
Washington, D.C. These armories are widely dispersed
in rural and urban communities, strategically located to
meet the needs of the populace during emergencies. This
close relationship between the National Guard and the
community can be leveraged to ensure that typical disaster
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response mechanisms and methods, available resources and
contingency plans are in place in these locales.
Since a national emergency will affect supply chain and
delivery networks and adversely impact C5I2 capabilities,
strategically selected NG armories and Air Guard bases will
be able to provide timely delivery of materials, goods and
services, and C5I2 capabilities for the federal government.
The National Guard is thus well positioned to assume a lead
role in Homeland Security as part of the total force concept.
Furthermore, the NG has a habitual and well developed
relationship with their states’ emergency management
agencies in order to support an incident command system
and national incident management system structure. In
addition, the National Guard has worked with adjacent states
and states nationwide through the Emergency Management
Agreement Compact (EMAC).
The EMAC process facilitates a synergistic approach
and provides a mechanism for states to assist each other
with resources to mitigate any emergency management
incident. For example, more than 50,000 Guard members
were activated following the 9/11 attacks, called up by both
their states and the federal government to provide security at
home and to combat terrorism abroad.
The NG has many assets that are useful in national
emergencies. In particular, the National Guard has a
significant CBRN/WMD capability. Each state has at least
one Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil Support Team (CST)
trained and equipped to respond to a CBRN/WMD event.
California has two CSTs, and New York and Florida are each
forming an additional team. In addition, 17 states have a
CBRNE-Enhanced Response Force Package (CERFP) made
up of a command, decontamination, search and extraction,
engineer, and medical section to support civil authority and
10 Homeland Response Force (HRF) teams (one per FEMA
Region) with a CERFP embedded in the HRF’s. These teams
are slated to be fully-operationally capable by the end of
fiscal year 2012.
The U.S. government will eventually experience a
catastrophic event of such magnitude that the federal
government’s ability to provide C5I2 COOP and COG will be
disrupted for a period of time. The NG is a highly capable
and strategically well placed asset to bridge the gap in
providing C5I2 COOP until the federal government regains
full capability.
Selection of COOP C5I2 sites throughout the 54 states
and territories must be based on appropriate criteria to
ensure COG for the U.S. government. These include, but are
not limited to, the state’s capability to support a COOP site;
proximity of site to key resources and critical infrastructure,
strategic proximity to population centers; proximity to a
designated joint reception, staging, onward movement and
integration center; and capability to support an array of
computers and communication equipment to provide C5I2
via secure means.
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These COOP sites should be funded by the federal
government. The state Joint Force Headquarters would
require additional full-time employees to maintain a 24-hour,
365-day operational center providing C5I2 capabilities.
Furthermore, the selection of these COOP sites will be
classified to maintain operational security. The storage
of vital records, documents, back-up data, computers,
communication equipment and network integrated systems
will ensure that C5I2 can be provided real time for any
contingency and emergency. This will mean that these
designated COOP sites will at a minimum have to be
warm sites that are tested and operated monthly to ensure
essential function and update of equipment and data sets.
These sites must be able to stand up within 24 hours.

Xavier Stewart
BG, RET(PA)
Dr. Xavier Stewart is a retired Brigadier
General (PA). He is currently Homeland
Response Force Lead for J72 at the
National Guard Bureau as a contractor
for IIF Data Solutions, Inc and a subject
matter expert in Homeland Security,
BG Xavier Stewart
WMD and CBRNE for the Corporation
and NGB developing strategic papers,
policies and educational developmental courseware.
Footnotes
1 Corsi, p. 25.

The federal government will also need to have selected
“hot sites.” These sites would be maintained full time with
a minimal staff and would be able to stand up within a few
hours.

Conclusion

2 Ibid, p. 26.
3 Freedman, Robert O., Russia, Iran and the Nuclear Question: The Putin
Record, Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA, 2006,
pp. 1-45; and Sololski, Henry D., Pakistan’s Nuclear Future: Worries Beyond War,
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, PA 2008, pp. 11-59.
4 Stewart, Xavier, et.al., Biosecurity and Bioterrorism: Biodefense Strategy,
Practice, and

A network of National Guard C5I2 centers will ensure that
adequate responses to RNCE catastrophes will favorably
impact the U.S. and would strengthen the nation’s security.
COOP and COG must be assured, and critical infrastructure/
key resources sites must be protected. NG C5I2 centers
should be part of the overall U.S. comprehensive Homeland
Security Plan. These centers would ensure continuity of
essential federal agency functions, provide redundancy,
ensuring that no single point of failure would disrupt critical
governmental functions and strengthen national security,
increase public safety, contribute to economic prosperity,
and facilitate the delivery of critical services to U.S. citizens
when they need them most.

Science, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, SBEOCS,

Program Manager, PA, 2008, p. 2.
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Editor’s Notes: The views expressed in this article are
those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or
position of the Departments of Army and Defense or the U.S.
government.
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Commander’s Corner

COL Vance P.
(Phil) Visser
Commandant
United States Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear School (USACBRNS)

Q: Tell us about your responsibilities as Commandant,
USACBRNS.
A: My main mission as the 26th Chief of Chemical and
Commandant of the United States Army Chemical Biological
Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS) is the
branch proponent for the Chemical Corps responsible for
development, management, and execution of training,
leader development, and personnel development for CBRN
soldiers. These responsibilities are outlined in detail in AR
5-22, The Army Force Modernization Proponent System,
and AR 600-3, The Army Personnel Development System,
respectively. Upon taking command of this great organization
last summer I charged the staff to develop its first ever
Regimental Campaign Plan that outlines the mission, goals
and objectives, and most importantly the vision for our corps’
future not just here at the school but for the entire regiment.
This plan was published in December of 2010 and is nested
with the Maneuver Support Center of Excellence (MSCoE)
and TRADOC’s Campaign Plans as well as Army, Joint, and
DoD guiding documents and plans. I always tell my staff that
no plan is worth its weight if it just sits on the shelf. Our intent
is to operationalize the campaign plan and brief the status
and updates of campaign plan objectives weekly during
our recurring Commandant’s Update Brief. This way, every
campaign plan objective receives the attention it deserves
on a regular basis in a focused and structured approach.
This method, I have found has improved our efficiency and
support to units in the field. The plan is also the tool that
ensures our team at the USACBRNS cultivates and instills
the Warrior Ethos and Soldiers Creed in every soldier entering
our school. We ensure that CBRN Soldiers are experts in their
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field and profession; that they understand and are prepared
for full spectrum operations. We provide valuable training
and leader development blocks of instruction that include
lessons learned integration from the field. Most importantly,
my goal is to take care of CBRN soldiers, civilians, and their
families. Without this, the team will not be able to work
harmoniously to achieve our goals. Since we are a highly
technical and specialized branch with capabilities that no
other units possess, I always tell my team that…“No One
Else Can Do What You Do” emphasizing the unique qualities
our CBRN Warriors bring to the fight to protect our nation at
home and abroad.
Q: Describe how your command supports training for
CSTs and other U.S. DoD first responders?
A: Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMDCST) members are motivated soldiers and airmen who
have mastered complex technical tasks and can perform
them under the most hazardous conditions. However, we
know that training and education can make or break any
program. For this reason, the Maneuver Support Center of
Excellence, USACBRNS and the National Guard Bureau,
formed a partnership dedicated to implementing training and
educational solutions for the CST community. The training
and education program for the CST Program is a multi-tiered
program designed to build over time and experience.
The USACBRNS provides the initial training needed to qualify
members of this highly technical team. The training includes
the Civil Support Skills Course, Analytical Laboratory
System Course and the Unified Communications Suite
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The Maneuver Support Center of Excellence, USACBRNS and the National Guard Bureau, formed a partnership dedicated to implementing training and educational
solutions for the CST community. The training and education program for the CST Program is a multi-tiered program designed to build over time and experience.
Source: U.S. Army

Course. These courses are all scheduled to be conducted
in the school’s newest training facility, the Lieutenant Terry
Facility (LTF). This facility came into operation on Sep. 11,
2007; a very significant anniversary in the nation’s history,
and is the premier training venue for CBRN Responders in
the military. At the LTF, the USACBRNS trains emergency
responders, Army and Air Force National Guard WMD-CST,
technical escort personnel, Air Force Disaster Preparedness
Specialists, U.S. Marines and most CBRN professional
military education courses at Fort Leonard Wood, providing
nationally-recognized HAZMAT certification at the operations,
technician, and incident command levels. We continue to
see a growing requirement from DoD and others to provide
critical CBRN training. This trend is expected to continue
with other components, services and government agencies.
Q: How does the school’s curriculum incorporate
the latest industrial and other possible threats to the
warfighter, and keep your community members aware
of industry’s latest CBRN equipment offerings?
A: The 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review has provided us a
blueprint for the development of a measurable strategy that
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recognizes the need to anticipate evolving threats. Our plan
on how we will train and educate our forces is described
in the Regimental Campaign Plan. A key element of our
Campaign Plan focuses on our need to train and educate
personnel to counter the entire range of CBRN threats and
hazards. Improving the agility and adaptability of our soldiers
and leaders is the primary goal of the USCBRNS. We do
that by ensuring our courses reflect the most recent threats
and experiences of our operational forces. Our training and
educational products are designed to change as the threat
changes.
What we have set our sights on is to develop adaptive
CBRN soldiers, NCOs and officers able to plan and conduct
operations in the full spectrum of CBRN hazards. We are
emphasizing more academic rigor, a more comprehensive
understanding of the fundamentals, the use of the latest
detection and personal protection equipment and how to
conduct the range of operations from CBRN defense, and
counterforce to consequence management. The performance
of our CBRN forces during recent deployments and support
for the complex array of recent missions throughout the
United States and world are a testament to this strategy.
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Through the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical
Biological Defense, our Maneuver Support Center of
Excellence Capability Developments and Integration
Directorate and our Joint Experimentation and Analysis
Division, we are able to keep abreast of industry’s latest
technology and equipment and provide our warfighters with
the best equipment possible.
Q: Discuss the role of training technology in the
command’s courses?
A: Technology plays an important part of our overall strategy
to train, educate and develop CBRN specialists. Our
classrooms are designed from the ground up to integrate
technology as needed to conduct most of our training. Our
overall intent for technology enhanced training is to use and
acquire integrated systems that augment CBRN equipment,
systems, platforms and mission equipment payloads used
to support Full Spectrum CBRN Operations, including
consequence management in order to provide realistic
training enablers that support mission readiness and student
performance.
We have developed and implemented distributive learning
courses and modules and leveraged simulated environments
designed to not only teach fundamental sciences, but also
to realistically portray the CBRN operating environment and
associated technology for training and mission rehearsals. In
the future, we will incorporate the full spectrum of hazards,
including improvised explosive devices; chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear effects; the impacted population;
cultures and languages; key leaders decisions; media; Joint
and domestic partners; special operations forces; and portray
the impact of command decisions on mission success.
Q: What new courses and programs will your learning
audiences take advantage of in the next year?
A: We are piloting two initiatives. One supports the Army’s
new Emergency Management program and the other is
designed to educate our CBRN senior leaders on the
techniques needed to plan for catastrophic CBRN events.
Q: Anything else to discuss?
A: This summer marks the 93rd Anniversary of the Chemical
Corps and coincides with our 2011 Joint, Interagency,
Intergovernmental, and Multi-national – Industry and
Academia (JIIM-IA) CBRN Conference and Exhibition held on
June 13-23. The theme for this year’s conference is the “The
CBRN Profession – Enterprise of Experts” and builds upon
the goal to strengthen our global partnerships and information
exchange in the realm of CBRN/WMD prevention, protection,
and response. This week-long conference is a tremendous
opportunity for CBRN professionals from around the world
to share views and insights on domestic and foreign incident
response, discuss strategic and operational issues, and to
build trust and relationships for lasting partnerships. We
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“My main mission as the 26th Chief of Chemical and Commandant of the United
States Army Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS)
is the branch proponent for the Chemical Corps responsible for development,
management, and execution of training, leader development, and personnel
development for CBRN soldiers,” Colonel Visser said. Source: U.S. Army

are also simultaneously hosting the 6th International CBRN
Commandant’s and Commanders Conference where we
have invited over 50 partner nations to attend to discuss
training and foreign consequence management topics.
Finally, I am extremely proud of our deployed CBRN warriors
from all components and services currently deployed around
the globe who are making their mark every day in the
defense of our nation and home and abroad. Their efforts
are not going unnoticed, especially the deployed CBRN
forces helping our friends in Japan in Operation Tomodaichi.
I just received an operational update on their efforts and I
am astounded at their professionalism, expertise, and
commitment. They have conducted numerous radiological
survey and decontamination missions in support of disaster
relief efforts in Japan.
It is an exciting time to be a CBRN warrior. As we reflect on
the myriad of critical missions our CBRN forces are engaged
in today, it is evident that we are well on our way to setting
conditions to achieve our desired endstate for the regiment.
The Chemical Regiment is a professional Corps of CBRN
Warriors, the world leader for CBRN and Hazardous
Materials (HAZMAT) operations capable of countering the
entire range of CBRN threats and hazards, equipped with
enhanced CBRN capabilities to operate across the fullspectrum of conflict, fully networked and integrated with the
CBRN Enterprise in order to protect the Nation and meet the
challenges addressed in National strategies and guidance.
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TechUpdate
Software and Other Upgrades for HazMatID Ranger
Smiths Detection’s HazMatID Ranger handheld FT-IR
solid and liquid chemical identifier is used by defense and
other government, and industry entities around the globe.
The recent introduction of the HazMatID featuring the
HazMasterG3 software to the market was designed to fill a
gap in the response process – allowing the operator to move
from quickly identifying an unknown chemical to learning
what to do about it.
Current-state-of-the art techniques used to gain more
insights about a newly detected substance usually require
the operator to search for more information through the
Internet, in paper copies of response manuals and the like.
“What HazMaster G3 software does is put all of that on the
sensor. All of that information is at their fingertips when they
are working downrange at the scene,” Dustin Levy, senior
product manager at the company, told the Source Book.
The G3 software is reported have a particularly strong
capability in identifying explosive materials. Levy pointed
out the G3 will further tell the operator if the chemical is
an explosive in itself, or if it is a chemical that can make an
explosive. “So the software will remind the user it is potentially
an explosive precursor,” he added, and continued, “and that
really helps them put that puzzle together and helps them do
it quickly while they are on scene. Whereas, leafing through
a book or jumping on the Internet is not something you can
do quickly or in a hotzone.”
Similarly, the software’s capabilities extend to other
hazards including weapons of mass destruction, narcotics,
toxic industrial chemicals and materials, and other threats.
“The software also has hazard information for biological

and radiological material – things the FT-IR technology
inside HazMatID Ranger won’t identify on its own – but
you may have other sensors downrange that you are using
in conjunction with the HazMatID Ranger – a radiological
identifier, perhaps,” Levy explained.
The HazMatID Ranger sensor with this software
enhancement remains conformant to MIL-STD 810G ratings
for ruggedness and environmental resistance.
Smiths Detection, was awarded a firm-fixed-price
contract for the U.S. Army to procure 4,801 joint chemical
agent detectors with warranties, and 4,901 communication
adapter kits. Work will be performed in Edgewood, Md., with
an estimated completion date of Sept. 30, 2016.”
Dana Knox-Gower: dana.gower@smithsdetection.com

Livermore Researchers Develop Battery-Less Chemical Detector
Lawrence Livermore researchers have developed a
nanosensor that relies on semiconductor nanowires, rather
than traditional batteries.
The device overcomes the power requirement of traditional
sensors and is simple, highly sensitive and can detect various
molecules quickly. Its development could be the first step in
making an easily deployable chemical sensor for the battlefield.
The Lab’s Yinmin “Morris” Wang and colleagues Daniel
Aberg, Paul Erhart, Nipun Misra, Aleksandr Noy and Alex
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Hamza, along with collaborators from the University of
Shanghai for Science and Technology, have fabricated the firstgeneration battery-less detectors that use one-dimensional
semiconductor nanowires.
The team’s next step is to test the sensors with more
complex molecules such as those from explosives and
biological systems.
Anne M Stark: stark8@llnl.gov
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TechUpdate
Update on Polaris Ranger Crew Mod Kit
Polaris Defense continues to deliver different models from
its Ranger family of utility vehicles to the National Guard Bureau.
Ranger utility vehicles are in service in National Guard units,
including CSTs, throughout the states and territories.
Polaris Defense is moving forward to field a mod kit for the
Ranger Crew utility vehicle.
Mike Moore, National Guard Business Development Manager
at Polaris, observed that for 90 percent of the CSTs mission, the
Polaris Ranger Crew is a perfect vehicle for them. “For the tactical
mission, working in a hotzone, getting in the front seat with their
tanks on is difficult at best. They have to turn sideways to drive the
vehicle,” Moore said.
The company, seeking to increase the ability of CST operators
wearing their chemical protective and other gear to use the Ranger
Crew, developed the CST mod kit for the front seat. The modification
allows the operator to drive fully supported with air tank on.
Specifically, the kit is a bolt-on, bolt-off solution, which permits
the operator to bolt-off the old seat and place the new seat on.
“Once the mod kit is in place the seats are removable and slip on

XCP-50 ColPro System Unveiled
HDT Global has introduced its XCP-50 system.
Carl Pates, Vice President, CBRN Systems of HDT
Engineered Technologies, pointed out the key point about this
product introduction is that HDT designed, manufactures and
integrates all of the major components of this system, “which is
unique to the industry.”
Pates further noted the XCP-50 system is a modular,
scalable fully-integrated, expeditionary collective protection
(ColPro) complex. The system accommodates varying needs
and scenarios. “It features command and control and medical
specific configurations. The system has integrated airlocks
and contamination control areas for personnel ingress and
decontamination,” he added

and off quite easily. Once they are off the operators can wear their
tanks. If they are not wearing their tanks – and that is most of the
time – they can slip the seat right back on,” he said.
The seat back mod kit is available through Polaris’ partner
ASAP 911. The mod kit is expected to be available through Polaris
at the end of this fiscal year.
Polaris is developing two other components of the mod kit for
the Polaris Ranger Crew vehicles used by the CSTs. These are for
a front rack and folding steel bed for the back. “The front rack will
have a litter interface, so you can have a litter on the front,” Moore
pointed out. The latter allows the sides of the bed, as well as the
tailgate, to be lowered. These are expected to be available on the
Ranger Crew at the start of the new fiscal year.
Also available through Polaris is a fourth component, which
permits a litter to be attached to the standard, Poly bed with fold
down tailgate.
Justin Burke: Justin.burke@polarisind.com

Safety Light Developments
PowerFlare Electronic LED safety lights are used
throughout the U.S. Department of Defense. The products,
used in a hazardous light or tactical beacon mode, support
servicemen and women in land, air and waterborne
operating environments.
A recent light product, a non-rechargeable PF-200,
was demonstrated for the Source Book at a defense
conference. The 4 in. (diameter) light emits 360 degrees
of ultra-bright light from an array of 16 LEDs, visible up to
10 miles away.
Another product of note is the PF-200R, a 6-Pack
Rechargeable System which is fielded with six PF-200R
beacons in a sturdy flat recharging case.

The complete system setup/strike is in less than 2.5 hours
and the system transitions to a chem-bio mode in 30 seconds.

The LEDs are fielded in five colors and infrared, and
may be placed in 1 of 10 flash patterns with a push button.

“XCP systems use the most advanced CBRN filtration
systems in the world, which incorporates the M98 filter,
standardized by the U.S. military and DoD customers. The
chemical/biological protective liner is a new and improved
liner that enhances performance and durability in harsh
environments,” Pate remarked.

The PowerFlare safety light was
also recently paired with a softpack to allow service members
to carry the non-rechargeable
safety lights on their person.

Carl Pates: Carl.Pates@hdtglobal.com.
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John Dunning:
john@pfdistributioncenter.com
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Medical

Response
Integration
Medical CBRNE response is seeing greater
integration within special event
contingency planning.
By LTC Ken Shaw, U.S. Army

There

is

NO

excuse for being unprepared.

Special events are of great importance in emergency
management. What qualifies as a special event varies depending
on the size of the emergency management agency responsible
for protecting it. This article will discuss the integration of
medical capabilities into the Special Event Contingency Planning
process with particular attention to CBRNE medical capabilities.
It will also discuss the detailed planning steps and coordination
necessary between diverse agencies to achieve the desired
effective response capability. There are different ways to achieve
the same result (a capable plan with adequate assets available).
Special events may be festivals, concerts, Independence
Day celebrations, parades, or any other event that draws
large crowds. Hazards that create dangers to the public vary
considerably from the spectators themselves when they create
incidents (such as have happened in European soccer matches)
to dangers resulting from the event itself (for example, accidents
involving crowd at NASCAR races, airshow accidents, etc.).
Events that draw large crowds may be attractive to terrorists,
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such as Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade, New Year’s Eve
at Times Square, and other venues. There are several
specific types of special events, including Incidents of National
Significance and National Special Security Events (NSSE).

Planning
“The purpose of having a pre-event plan in place is to
reduce response times and better enable agencies to improvise
because they have discussed contingencies beforehand. A
pre-event plan defines roles and responsibilities in advance and
creates ownership of potential problems for agencies that are
involved in the process.” (FEMA 2005)
FEMA defines the Special Event Contingency Planning
process as consisting of forming the planning team, conducting
a threat/risk assessment, and responding to incidents. (FEMA
n.d.)
The planning team can be implemented through a twostep process using a Preliminary Working Group to define the
mission and the chain of command; perform the threat/risk
assessment (also known as an event hazard analysis or security
assessment); develop facts and assumptions; determine the
capabilities needed and assets available within the region; and
determine those who will be required for the formal Planning
Group. The Planning Group then develops the full plan and
conducts exercises or rehearsals to test the plan.
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The mission needs to be defined clearly to get everyone
working on the same goal. A clear chain of command is
necessary to define who has the authority to make decisions
and resolve conflicts. The Incident Command System can be
used as a model.
The threat assessment/risk assessment drives the
requirements for both personnel and equipment assets.
Terrorism may be the primary threat, although natural disasters
such as tornados, earthquakes and such may be of greater
concern. Industrial or transportation accidents that release toxic
industrial chemicals (TICs) may be the primary threat. Planners
must know the local threats including nuclear power plants,
chemical factories, rail lines or highways that carry TICs or
nuclear materials. These may become “tools” for the terrorists
to use.
A thorough knowledge of the vulnerabilities is essential. Critical
infrastructure such as power, water, gas, telecommunications
and other assets must be protected. Transportation modes
and facilities – railroad and bus depots, airports, public and
private parking garages, and the like should be considered.
Even airspace in some instances may fall under the planners’
responsibilities. Fortunately, there are a number of resources
to access. Local governments are required to conduct threat
and vulnerability assessments, and the FBI and state law
enforcement agencies often have fusion cells. If not, they have
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intelligence cells and specialists who can provide much relevant
information.
After the hazards have been identified, the team must weigh
and compare the risks. This is accomplished by determining
the relative threat posed by each, identifying the most likely, and
the most dangerous (highest potential for mass casualties). The
team can then develop scenarios from these. It is important
for all to understand that the scenarios cannot anticipate all
possible hazards or risks. Facts and assumptions are necessary
to identify important factors to the response. Implied tasks are
developed from each fact and assumption.

Role

of

Groups

The Preliminary Planning Group will decide which agencies,
organizations, and individuals will be necessary to develop the
plan. These will likely include the fire department, police, EOD,
and certainly medical assets such as EMS, local hospitals, public
health agencies, and other individuals with special knowledge/
experience. Note that some jurisdictions require minimal levels
of medical support for various sized events. Ensure you comply
with the local regulations. Some medical options may include
aid stations which must be well positioned and marked.
Having ambulances on site may be adequate for most
conventional incident scenarios, but will not if large Mass
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base scenario. Each organization records their
response to each step in the scenario in a stepby-step fashion. Then synchronize all actions for
each step of the response. After the base scenario
is complete, the other scenarios are developed in
the same way. Have each agency determine what
actions will be different at each step.
The synchronization matrix should detail whom
each organization needs to communicate with
at each step of the matrix. Ensure there is a
dedicated, integrated, multi-agency frequency (or
frequencies) for communications and a common
radio system for all responders. The Planning
Group should develop a common list of responders,
radio frequencies, and cell phone numbers for all
organizations.
The Planning Group must learn the capabilities of the medical assets in the area and include them in
exercises prior to special events or emergency responses. Source: U.S. Army/ Credit: Spc. Britney
Bodner

Casualty (MASCAL) scenarios are possible. These may result
if improvised explosive devices (IEDs), chemical, biological, or
radiological terrorism is possible. The ideal response includes
triage, staging, and transportation areas. Many hospitals and
EMS Systems cannot provide this capability; they rely on “Scoop
& Run.” In CBRN incidents, the “Scoop & Run” plan is totally
inadequate. The Planning Group must learn the capabilities of
the medical assets in the area and include them in exercises
prior to special events or emergency responses.
The Planning Group will choose which of the scenarios is
most important to develop. The ideal choices will include a
combination of the most likely and the most dangerous. It is
important not to choose too many. The base scenario should
require a response that is most applicable to all scenarios.
The response to almost all scenarios will have 90 to 95
percent of the elements in common, so the other scenarios
chosen should emphasize elements that differ significantly from
the base scenario. Representative differing elements include
decontamination and an active shooter or sniper.
There are many medical factors to consider. An excellent list
is available in the Special Events Contingency Planning Job Aids
Manual (FEMA 2005) from page 2-34 to 2-43. An Emergency
Medical Services Venue Assessment Checklist is included on
pages A-53 and A-54 of Appendix A: Job Aids. There is a long
list of medical factors from concerns about alcohol and drug
use at some events to how medical personnel will be identified
to communication methods to the methods of ensuring the
proper patients go to the proper types of hospitals.
In-Progress Reviews (IPRs) are meetings used to develop
the response plans from each participating agency. IPRs
should be held on the actual ground of the event so that the
planners can walk (or drive) the area as they plan the response.
During the IPR, a synchronization matrix should be developed
to coordinate the actions of each responding agency at each
step of the response. The Planning Group begins with the
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The synchronization matrix should also list all of
the equipment and transportation needs for each
organization for each step of the matrix. It can
prescribe reserved routes for emergency vehicles,
reverse traffic flow patterns, VIP evacuation routes, and staging
and transportation areas.
Maps of the site should be developed and given to all
responders to provide a common operating picture. The maps
should allow everyone to see the same street names and
important points such as landing zones, command posts, aid
stations, evacuation routes, decontamination and secondary
decontamination locations and Quick Response Force positions.
It should have grids for easy reference and all should understand
the reference system. Of course, as the maps contain sensitive
information, they should be numbered and responders held
accountable for them.
After the plan has been developed, an exercise should be
conducted to test the plan. All key leaders and participants
should physically walk through the main scenarios on site using
the final plan and synchronization matrix.
The process of planning for special events is a time-intensive
process, but it is crucial to ensure the safety of those for whom
we are responsible. The plan provides a framework, and for
any response it will be necessary to depart from the plan at
some point. An essential quality of good emergency managers
and responders is the ability to adapt to rapidly changing and
unforeseeable situations. The plan is a product, but not the
most important; the planning process is far more important.

Editor’s note: LTC Kenneth S. Shaw, U.S, Army, O.D.,
is Chief, Department of Medical Readiness at DeWitt Army
Community Hospital. LTC Shaw provides insights to various first
responder groups and forums on the topic of medical response
integration in CBRNE events.
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U.S. DoD Policy Developments
Joint Action Plan for Unity of Effort
The Defense Department has partnered with
the nation’s governors, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and the Homeland Security
Department to strengthen support to governors
when they request military assistance for disaster
response.
Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates, along with
Deputy Homeland Security Secretary Jane Holl Lute
and the bipartisan, 10-member Council of Governors
met in the Pentagon earlier this year to adopt a “Joint
Action Plan for Unity of Effort.”

Robert M. Gates

At the session, Gates said a long-standing obstacle to
comprehensive national efforts in emergencies is “the need
for greater coordination between the state National Guard
and federal military forces when they deploy at the same
time in response to a governor’s request for assistance.”
The Joint Action Plan “goes a very long way toward
solving this problem,” he added.

The plan provides for the appointment of
“dual-status commanders” for earthquakes and
other disasters. Appointed by both the president
and the governor of the affected state, the
commander will have simultaneous authority
over both state and federal military forces
participating in a disaster response operation.
This arrangement will facilitate coordination of
those forces and provide for unprecedented
unity of effort in disaster response, officials said.

To create a pool of fully qualified officers to serve as dualstatus commanders when needed, U.S. Northern Command
and the National Guard Bureau are conducting a standardized
training and certification program for candidates. To date,
National Guard officers from 31 states have been trained
and certified.
The agreement with the governors also provides for
improvements in the quality and sharing of disaster plans.
Source: www.defense.gov
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Industry

Forum

CST & CBRNE Source Book asked members of industry:
Tell us how your company enables CSTs and other DoD first
response personnel to efficiently respond to a biological threat.
By Marty Kauchak, Editor

Dr. Robert Daniel
Senior Vice-President of Government
Contracts
ANP Technologies Inc.
ANP Technologies (ANP) was
founded to support the Department
of Defense, specifically to develop
rapid biological and chemical
Dr. Robert Daniel
detection systems that act as early
warning systems to military personnel
throughout the world. Known as the NIDS® rapid assays
systems, our tests now also serve Civil Support Teams (CSTs)
and other first responders in rapidly detecting biological and
chemical warfare agents in most types of sample matrices
(powders, water, surface, air, etc.).
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ANP has developed the only known multiplex assay
system with the ability to detect up to 10 separate biological
warfare agents simultaneously. ANP also supports the
Joint Chemical Biological Radiological Agent Water Monitor
Program with its assay that simultaneously detects two
separate toxins in water samples.
A test result can be obtained in 15 minutes or less using
a handheld assay and a palm-sized reader. Our technology
overcomes the “hook effect” problem that other handheld
assays often encounter wherein high levels of an agent cause
false negative results. While other assays solve this problem
by a tedious serial dilution method using up to 3-fold more
handheld assays per sample in the field, ANP delivers an
accurate result with only one assay per sample, thereby
significantly reducing cost, logistic, training requirement, and
operational complexity.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Results can then be stored or transmitted wirelessly
and securely to any type of database to provide a historical
electronic record of analysis. Multiple results can be obtained
in a single test run. These assays can be stored for up to two
years at room temperature with no loss of sensitivity. The
ability to deliver an accurate result with a single test without
a hook effect and the multiplexed format of our assays
greatly reduce the logistic footprint for the first responder.
A CST, or other force, can now enter any emergency
situation encumbered with the least burden of supplies and
equipment and make an assessment in the fastest time.
In addition to its rapid assays for biological warfare
agents, ANP also offers a rapid test known as the ACE™
system for the detection of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors
such as organophosphate and carbamate pesticides and
traditional and emerging nerve agents.

results. RAZOR EX supplements JBAIDS by providing a
field capability utilized by forward operations for an initial,
quick incident assessment with reliable results available in
30 minutes.
Idaho Technology’s next generation BioThreat Detection
System, the FilmArray, will provide military troops and CST
teams a dual-use capability that will detect environmental
and clinical threats. No longer will biothreat detectors be
used occasionally when there is a suspected attack, but
this asset will be utilized more often to diagnose troops for
clinical conditions using FDA cleared assays. The FilmArray
simplifies operation and logistics by integrating sample prep
steps into a single, completely automated machine that
can be operated by non-scientific personnel with results
available in 1 hour.

Dr. Thomas W. O’Brien
Vice President and Founder
Tetracore

Lou Banks
Marketing Manager for BioDefense
Idaho Technology
Idaho Technology has worked
closely over the years with the United
States Department of Defense to help
develop the U.S. military’s BioThreat
Detection capabilities. This partnership
Lou Banks
yielded the R.A.P.I.D. in 1999 which
was the first ruggedized PCR-based
pathogen identification instrument. R.A.P.I.D. utilizes realtime PCR technology and essentially allows the military to
bring the lab to the battlefield. Idaho Technology continues
to develop new instrument platforms that enable U.S. DoD
and CST teams to efficiently respond to multiple scenarios.
The R.A.P.I.D. platform is the basis of the Joint Biological
Agent Identification and Diagnostic System (JBAIDS) fielded
by the U.S. military and deployed to all four branches of
the armed forces in addition to domestic CSTs. Each CST
team is equipped with a JBAIDS unit in their Analytical
Lab System (ALS) vehicle. The JBAIDS system contains
sensitive and reliable freeze-dried assays for bioterror threats
in environmental samples as well as FDA-cleared assays
and provides detection in 30 minutes followed by a 1 hour
sample prep protocol.
Further developmental projects yielded the RAZOR EX
BioThreat Detection System which provides a complete
solution for detecting and in identifying biothreat agents
in the field. RAZOR EX is a hand-carry, ruggedized realtime PCR instrument that operates on battery power
and weighs 11 lbs. It utilizes freeze-dried reagents so it
is a complete field usable system devoid of any external
power requirements and operation has been simplified so
that non-scientifically trained troops can obtain lab-quality
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Dr. Thomas W. O’Brien

For over 10 years, Tetracore’s
BioThreat Alert® (BTA) Kits have
been the leader in first responder
field identification of samples for BW
agents. The BTA Kits can analyze
unknown samples for the presence of
anthrax, ricin, plague, botulinum toxins
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AND THE DOMESTIC PREPAREDNESS EQUIPMENT
TRAINING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OFFERS
53 ALL-HAZARD COURSES & 8 EXERCISES
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√
√
√
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√
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CBRNE Training & Exercises for DHS & DoD
Mass Casualty Decontamination
Personal Protective Equipment
CBRNE Operations
Courseware Validated
DHS & DoD Certified Instructors
TACOM 5,892 Trained at 49 Installations Worldwide
DPETAP 96,000 Trained in 50 States & Territories

Randy Bartley, Director
Homeland Security, Defense and
Emergency Management Programs
rbartley@gpworldwide.com
randy.bartley@us.army.mil
Phone: 870-540-2572 DSN: 966-2572
http://homelandsecurity.gpworldwide.com
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A and B, staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), orthopox,
abrin, brucella, and tularemia. BTA assays have been
utilized by over 900 HazMat / Emergency Response teams,
law enforcement, corporate entities, state, local and federal
government customers, such as DoD, DoE, FDA, EPA, and
USDA. The BTA product line has been sold across the US
and over thirty countries worldwide. BTAs have been used
for bio-security at events like the 2008 Beijing and 2010
Vancouver Olympics, as well as the 2002 World Cup games.

RELIABLE

Since becoming commercially available in 2000, over
400,000 assays have been produced in our ISO 9001/FDA/
USDA factory. Our assays undergo rigorous QA/QC and
stability testing. In March 2002, the BioThreat Alert® assays
were the highest graded system in the Biothreat Biodetector
assessment, prepared by the Edgewood Chemical and
Biological Center at the Aberdeen Proving Ground sponsored
by the EPA’s Environmental Response Team.
Tetracore’s all-new Rapid BioAlert™ Reader is a fully
functional ultra-mobile PC (UMPC) capable of obtaining
results in less than 20 seconds. Offering a user-friendly
touch-screen interface, the reader analyzes strips with a
few quick taps. The reader can store thousands of results
that can be sent via the WiFi or Bluetooth connection
virtually anywhere, at any time. The Rapid BioAlert Reader
is specifically designed to work with Tetracore’s industry
leading strips. The Reader weighs 5.5lbs and comes with a
rugged carrying case.
Tetracore recently developed and began selling its new
Portable Real-time PCR thermocycler called the T-COR
4™. The T-COR 4 analyzes potential threats for the rapid
confirmatory analysis of BW agents as well as high-impact
veterinary diseases. T-COR 4 has four independent sample
wells, 2-color multiplex capability and an eight hour battery
life (rechargeable). Tetracore also manufactures dry (room
temperature) real-time PCR reagents for all the BW agents
and high-impact veterinary diseases. The 6 pound T-COR 4
comes with a portable centrifuge and rugged carrying case.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com

RAZOR™ EX

The Complete Field BioThreat Solution
www.RAZOREX.info

For your complimentary
subscription, please
visit our website at
tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Bolstering Warfighter
and National Protection

The Chemical Biological Medical
Systems-Biosurveillance (CBMS-BSV)
mission is to develop and integrate
chemical, biological, radiological, and
nuclear technologies to enable early
warning, identification, and continued
situational awareness of potential global
health threats.

older ones, once well-contained, are re-emerging
at a concerning rate due in part to the continuous
global population growth, urbanization, overuse
of antimicrobials, and modern industrialization.
Meanwhile, advances in molecular biology and
biotechnology have transformed synthetic biology
and genetic engineering from a skilled art to a
standard component of the curriculum performed
Jason Roos, Ph.D.
each day by high school students, as well as garagebased do-it-yourself biological laboratories. These
By Jason Roos, Ph.D. and Margaret Holahan
advances have expanded manipulation of bacterial
or
viral
genetic
material and the prospect of generating unique
“The simple reality is that the risks that confront us today are
evolving faster than our multilayered responses. Many thousands infectious diseases in a test tube.
of dedicated people across all agencies of our government are
Whether these biological agents are designed by our
working hard to protect this country, and their efforts have had
a positive impact. But the terrorists have been active, too—and adversaries or by Mother Nature, we remain at risk. Recent
in our judgment America’s margin of safety is shrinking, not history provides very real examples of this with the anthrax
growing.” - World at Risk: The Report of the Commission on the attacks in 2001 and the 2009 H1N1 Influenza pandemic. These
events highlight the health risks, costs, and economic impacts
Prevention of WMD Proliferation and Terrorism (2008)
posed by biological threats and underscore the importance of
The world is at constant risk from the threat of naturally a global biosurveillance network to enable predictive capability
occurring and nefariously designed biological agents. New where we can, earlier warning when we must, and more rapid
infectious diseases are emerging at an unprecedented rate and response to counter biological threats and ultimately save lives.
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Biosurveillance Explained
According to Homeland Security Presidential
Directive (HSPD)-21: Public Health and Medical
Preparedness (2007), “The term ‘biosurveillance’
means the process of active data-gathering
with appropriate analysis and interpretation of
biosphere data that might relate to disease
activity and threats to human or animal health –
whether infectious, toxic, metabolic, or otherwise,
and regardless of intentional or natural origin – in
order to achieve early warning of health threats,
early detection of health events, and overall
situational awareness of disease activity.”

Synchronizing Biosurveillance
Efforts
The Joint Product Director of CBMS-BSV,
Jason Roos, Ph.D., and the Joint Product
Deputy Director, Jennifer Dabisch, are
responsible for synchronizing biosurveillance
efforts horizontally across the CBDP and
other government organizations. In addition to
managing several key DoD programs enabling
biosurveillance (i.e., the Joint Biological Agent
Identification and Diagnostics System, the Next
Generation Diagnostic System, and the Critical
Reagents Program), CBMS-BSV oversees and
coordinates cross-cutting initiatives that bridge
historical gaps between the environmental
detection, information systems, and medical
communities. Bridging these organizational
gaps to synchronize biosurveillance efforts is
not only critical in the near term to address the
current lack of system and data interoperability,
but it also drives streamlined, consistent next
generation technology development in the
future.

Biosurveillance by definition or practice is not
new; however, recent attention and emphasis on
biosurveillance has been driven by the release U.S. Army Sgt. 1st Class Louise
Johnson, a platoon sergeant assigned
of Presidential Policy Directive-2: The National to Survey Platoon, 8th Weapons of
Strategy for Countering Biological Threats (2009). Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team,
Colorado Army National Guard, based
This strategy is a call to action for all federal out of Buckley Air Force Base, Colo.,
agencies to promote global health security and prepares to conduct training in the
Denver, Colo., metro area Nov. 25, 2008.
obtain timely, accurate information on current (U.S. Army photo by Staff Sgt. Liesl
and emerging biological threats. Though a Marelli/Released)
multitude of focused systems and capabilities
are currently deployed worldwide, continual improvement in
For example, CBMS-BSV works directly with the JPEO-CBD
the coordination and interoperability of diverse systems is Joint Project Manager for Information Systems on system and
desired to create a comprehensive global biosurveillance software interoperability initiatives to develop mechanisms for
system. Successful implementation will require an enhanced detection, diagnostic, and medical surveillance systems to “talk”
perspective and synergy between the biological defense public to each other and share information. The CBMS-BSV also has
health and infectious disease response communities, as well as strong partnerships with the Office of the Assistant Secretary
communities surveying animals and insect-vectors. The need for of Defense for Health Affairs and the Armed Forces Health
this synergy is clearly stated in the Government Accountability Surveillance Center (along with its Global Emerging Infections
Office’s June 2010 report titled “Biosurveillance: Efforts to Surveillance and Response System). In addition to collaboratively
Develop a National Biosurveillance Capability Need a National working across DoD’s biosurveillance-focused programs, CBMSStrategy and a Designated Leader,” which recommends the BSV maintains strategic partnerships with the DHS, as well as
“[identification], in consultation with relevant federal agencies, the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Health and
[of] a focal point to lead the development of a national Human Services.
biosurveillance strategy to guide the capability’s development.”
These collaborative working relationships assist with identifying
In order for the government to fully execute programs in and capitalizing on opportunities to work together and leverage
alignment with national strategies and guidance, a “whole of available resources to accomplish the common goals of early
government” approach, including the Department of Defense warning, detection, and diagnostic capability to enable a more
(DoD), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the rapid response against an unintentional biological threat or
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and other interagency deterrence against a deliberate biological threat. The breadth
organizations is required. Within the DoD’s Chemical Biological and depth of CBMS-BSV’s DoD and interagency relationship
Defense Program (CBDP), efforts to address the need for a portfolio includes close coordination with organizations in the
single coordinating entity for acquisition of materiel solutions science and technology (S&T) community such as the Defense
resulted in the establishment of the Joint Program Executive Threat Reduction Agency’s Joint Science and Technology Office
Office for Chemical and Biological Defense’s (JPEO-CBD) that collectively stimulate industry and academic innovation for
Chemical Biological Medical Systems provisional Joint Product leap-ahead technology solutions enabling global biosurveillance.
Management Office for Biosurveillance (CBMS-BSV) on February Examples of such solutions include forward deployed rapid
22, 2010. The CBMS-BSV’s mission is to develop and integrate genomic sequencing and diagnostics, host response biomarkers
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear technologies to that correlate with human disease in the pre-symptomatic phase of
enable early warning, identification, and continued situational infection, and assessment of ecologies and population dynamics
awareness of potential global health threats.
for algorithms to predict disease emergence and spread.
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Because there is no “magic black box” capable of
simultaneously accomplishing all of the national biosurveillance
objectives, the current DoD approach involves a “system of
systems” that uses information gathered by sensors, detectors,
diagnostic systems, and medical health surveillance systems to
identify a biological threat and mitigate it as quickly as possible
and with minimal damage. Compiling all of this information from
disparate sources is critical to creating an accurate and holistic
picture of a biological event; however, it can be time consuming
and labor intensive. In addition, the integration of a large number
of systems over a wide geographical area requires powerful
cloud computing capability to coordinate large amounts of
data. Increasing the speed of diagnostic devices, improving
the accuracy of sensors, and developing information technology
solutions that would allow separate systems to share data are
all important and necessary advancements.
An imperative for decision makers is informative knowledge
at the earliest opportunity to assess a biological threat and
make critical decisions for force protection. Development of new
technologies such as software algorithms and next generation
sensors, detectors, and diagnostics to detect the indications
and warnings in advance of an event are critical. Early warning
could facilitate pre-symptomatic warfighter treatment, positively
impacting force readiness and preventing the spread of a
contagious disease.

rapid identification of biological and chemical agents with lower
cost and reduced time to analysis, reduced manpower and
logistics burden, and the flexibility for rapid development and
fielding of assays for emerging threats. Ideally, the future global
network of these improved systems would be mobile and
flexible enough to adapt to new threats and infectious disease
outbreaks, and would be customizable to meet the needs of
regional-specific threats; for example, local disease prevalence
or suspected terrorist activity. While global biosurveillance is
being accomplished with current systems, these improvements
would significantly enhance the surveillance capability and
provide greater protection to the warfighter and the nation.
No single program, department, or agency is able to
accomplish all the needs of a global biosurveillance program.
The CBMS-BSV is doing its part by working to increase the
DoD’s readiness posture against the deliberate use of bio-threat
agents and emerging infectious diseases by working closely
with the key players across the biosurveillance community.
These efforts across government and civilian organizations are
a necessary component of facilitating the development and
acquisition of technologies and products that will enable a clear
and constant awareness of biological threats.

System Improvements Needed

Editor’s note: Jason W. Roos, Ph.D., is Joint Product
Director, Chemical Biological Medical Systems – Biosurveillance
(Provisional). Margaret E. Holahan is an Associate at Booz Allen
Hamilton.

In order to achieve the goal of biosurveillance – to respond
faster and more effectively to bioterrorism and emerging
infectious disease events – current systems need to be improved
by through partnerships between the government, academia,
and industry. The next evolution of these systems must provide
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BizWatch
Bruker Detection
Corporation Acquires PROTECT-US
Bruker Detection Corporation announced the closing of
the acquisition of the radiation detection instruments business
of PROTECT-US Inc., a company based in Champaign,
Illinois.

Award for Remaining
M50 Masks
Avon Protection Systems was awarded a fixed-priceincentive contract to provide for the remaining quantities
of the joint service general purpose masks, which will bring
the total to 54,600 M50 masks. Work will be performed in
Cadillac, Mich., with an estimated completion date of May
15, 2013.

The current Bruker radiation detection product line consist
of dose rate and total dose measurement instruments, as
well as special probes for defense reconnaissance. The
PROTECT-US radiation detection systems and integrated
communications solutions will considerably expand the
Bruker Detection product offerings to meet existing and
future homeland security requirements for the detection of
concealed nuclear weapons and for isotope identification,
thereby expanding Bruker’s addressable markets in radiation
detection considerably. Bruker Detection’s position in U.S.,
NATO and global CBRNE detection markets is expected to
expand the market reach for the radiation detection products
of PROTECT-US.
Frank Thibodeau: fnt@bdal.com

Anjan Shah: anjan.shah@avon-protection.com

Portable Gateway Technology
The ICRI 4TG/10P was selected
for the National Guard CERFP.
This rapidly deployable, gateway/
bridge is based on the CST ADVON
ICRI2TG/5P, which is part of each
CST communications cache, and
the DoD’s Guardian II Program
gateway.
The ICRI 4TG/10P is a portable gateway designed to
operate in the field with 16 “AA” batteries as its power
source for 24+ hours, and without requiring a computer
for radio or talk group setup. Up to eleven coalition, public
safety, DHS and federal law enforcement agency HF, VHF,
UHF, 700-900MHz and frequency hopping radios can
seamlessly “talk” to one another; four “talk groups” can be
formed/rearranged with simple rotary switch.
BGAN, MSAT/G2 , IRIDIUM, Globalstar, and military
satellite radio interfaces are built in, as are cell phone and
landline phone interfaces for radio/phone patching. VoIP
and PSTN, and in-building/tunnel radio range extenders
options are available. Interface cables for all commercial
and military portable and mobile radios. Total weight is only
21.5 pounds.

FDA Clearance for
Idaho Technology Products
Idaho Technology, Inc. announced that the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has issued a 510(k) clearance for the
FilmArray instrument and the FilmArray Respiratory Panel.
The FilmArray Respiratory Panel (RP) is a multiplexed nucleic
acid test designed for the simultaneous detection of 15
respiratory viruses in 1 hour.
The FilmArray RP detects viral nucleic acids in
nasopharyngeal swabs obtained from individuals suspected
of respiratory tract infections. The FilmArray system represents
a significant advancement in userfriendliness and multiplex
infectious disease testing capability for hospital clinical labs.
The FilmArray requires only two minutes of hands on time,
has a 1 hour turnaround time, and simultaneously tests for
the following virus types and subtypes:
Adenovirus, Coronavirus HKU1, Cornonavirus NL63,
Human Metapneumovirus, Influenza A,
Influenza A subtype H1, Influenza A subtype H3, Influenza
A subtype H1 2009, Influenza B, Parainfluenza virus 1,
Parainfluenza virus 2, Parainfluenza virus 3, Parainfluenza
virus 4, Rhinovirus/Enterovirus, and Respiratory Syncytial
Virus.
Wade Stevenson: wade.stevenson@idahotech.com

www.c-at.com or 800-229-3925
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BizWatch
FY12 CBRNE Budget Highlights
The Obama administration is “walking the talk” when it
comes to its support of a more robust DoD chemical and
biological defense program.
The Defense Department’s fiscal 2011 budget request
includes $1.5 billion for chem-bio defense programs —
$370 million for procurement, $812 million for advanced
development and $396 million for science and technology.
Some highlights of the budget are presented below.
The amounts are presented in total requested funding,
combining base fiscal year and overseas contingency
operations. The figures are dollars in thousands.

Defense-Wide
Organizational Procurement Account
Chemical and Biological Defense Program: 254,247. The
amount is divided as follows: Installation Force Protection:
15,900; Individual Protection: 71,376; Decontamination:
6,466; Joint Bio Defense Program (Medical): 11,143;
Collective Protection: 9,414; Contamination Avoidance:
139,948
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Account
Chemical and Biological Defense Program: 1,272,238
U.S. Navy
Other Procurement Account
Chemical Warfare Detectors: 5,508
U.S. Army
Other Procurement Account

Cobham Buys German
EOD Robot Maker
Cobham plc acquired Telerob GmbH, a Germany-based
manufacturer of advanced bomb disposal robots and
threat response vehicles. Telerob manufactures medium
and heavy-weight Explosive Ordnance Device (EOD) robots
and response vehicles designed to deal with nuclear,
biological and chemical threats primarily for homeland
security markets.
Cobham plans to integrate its technology into Telerob
systems, including communications equipment and sensors
that it already provides for the EOD market along with
specialist cameras manufactured by another recently
acquired company, RVision, read a Cobham statement

Chemical Defensive Equipment
Protective Systems: 11,472; Family of Non-Lethal
Equipment: 38,636; Base Defense Systems: 41,204;
CBRN Soldier Protection: 11,900; Smoke and Obscurant
Family: 363

Greg Caires: greg.caires@cobham.com

Joint Improvised Explosive Defeat Fund: 2,798,134

iRobot Corp. was awarded a contract for the procurement
of man transportable system (MTRS) production systems,
depot level repair parts, spare kits, depot repair services, parts
supply, training, engineering enhancements, configuration
management, and approved accessories. The MTRS is a
small robotic vehicle used by explosive ordnance disposal
technicians to conduct remote reconnaissance, render safe,
and/or dispose of explosive devices. Work is expected to be
completed by April 2015.

Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Account
Chemical, Smoke and Equipment Defeating Technology:
4,877
Source: http://comptroller.defense.gov/budget.html

Small Robot for EOD Technicians

Source: http://www.defense.gov
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Industry representatives discuss their
products supporting post-incident
decontamination of personnel and material
in the hot zone.
By Marty Kauchak, CST & CBRNE Editor

Personnel Decontamination
Industry provides DoD and other agencies’ first
responders with an array of products for personal and
material decontamination.
Department first responders will recognize many of First
Line Technology’s products.
The company’s Fibertect is said to be the next generation
of activated carbon wipes and the best solution for dry and
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cold-weather decontamination. Fibertect, a new technology,
has already been fielded by several federal agencies and is
currently being evaluated by several divisions of the DoD,
the National Guard Bureau and Department of Homeland
Security.
Randy Sakowitz, a company Vice President, pointed
out what makes Fibertect unique is its activated carbon
(the same powder material used in CBRN air canisters) is
needle-punched into a flexible fabric that can absorb and/or
adsorb chemical warfare agents, toxic industrial chemicals,
and pesticides. “And, because Fibertect encapsulates
rather than neutralizes, it can be used for sampling or
evidence collection following the decontamination of people,
equipment, and weapons. Fibertect is the cost effective,
sustainable method to dry decontamination, and when
properly stored inside of its MilSpec packaging, Fibertect
has an indefinite shelf life.”

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Another First Line product that is on the front lines of
decontamination and disaster preparedness, and response
isis the firm’s Individual Decontamination Kit. Each kit
contains Fibertect (which does 95 percent of bulk decon) as
well as Reactive Skin Decontamination Lotion (RSDL) (which
neutralizes any chemical warfare agents remaining on the
skin) into a small, portable package that can be carried on
the warfighter or packaged with escape hoods.

One F1D product that caught our attention was the
MDS™ (Modular Decontamination System). The MDS is a
single complete decontamination station which sets up in 90
seconds and provides for highly effective decontamination
of chemical, biological and radiological (alpha) contaminants
utilizing Sandia Foam, SDS, sodium hypochlorite and
surfactant decontamination media, read a company
statement.

Sakowitz observed that the kit is the perfect accessory for
any escape hood because it allows the user to decontaminate
the exterior of the respirator prior to removal, which lowers
the chance of inhalation of contaminants. “Considering the
safety, environmental, and logistical concerns associated
with wet decon processes, the Individual Decon Kit is
becoming popular with several federal and DoD CBRN
response teams.”

The system that utilizes a black powder-coated aluminum
fold-out stand with an ballistic Cordura© workstation skirt
and waste bin combination for set up and operation,
decontamination is conducted in a 4 ft. x 4 ft. contamination
control matt with hot and cold lines and a sensitive
equipment control matt which attaches directly to the top
of stand. The system includes hazardous material disposal
bags; 6 mil heavy poly bags, 18 in. Zip ties, folding hook
knife; EMT scissor; wash mitt; portable water container,
wash basin, hand pump, pen with labels and pen lights.

For its part, Force1Decon™ (F1D) designs and
manufactures products specifically for the tactical
decontamination CBRNE response environment. The
company provides rapid, effective and versatile tactical
decontamination capabilities globally to all types operational
forces including DoD, other government agencies, state and
local governments, law enforcement and the private sector.

Each system comes in nylon stuff¬ pack, which is
transported in a universal carry/backpack. Systems are
packaged into rugged Cordura© Ballistic transport backpack
carriers which can range from 1 station (MDS 1X) to 4
stations (MDS 4X).
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A second F1D offering is its H2O Individual Sensitive
Equipment Recovery System™. An F1D statement said the
system provides the individual user with a first response “spot”
decontamination capability for chemical agents, biological
agents and radiological-alpha particle contaminants, as well
as safe and effective weapon / equipment recovery bag
system.
Decontamination media included in the kit are the
SDS powder brush dispenser, Sandia Foam and sodium
hypochlorite/ surfactant in two part ratio spray dispensers.

Material Decontamination
Clordisys Solutions is building upon its heritage of
providing chlorine dioxide (ClO2) technology in the form
of services and products to pharmaceutical and medical
device manufacturers, animal research facilities and food
processing facilities.
The company’s technology permits ClO2 to be used to
decontaminate the hotzone itself or the exterior of material
as it leaves the area. “This is not for decontaminating people,
“Paul Lorcheim, a company spokesperson, told CST &
CBRNE.

Counter
IED 2011
Training and Technology Advancements for Today’s Warfighter
July 25 – 27, 2011 | Tampa, FL

First Line Technology’s Fibertect is said to be the next generation of activated
carbon wipes and the best solution for dry and cold-weather decontamination.
Source: First Line Technology

Lorcheim further explained that ClO2 is used in a gas
state in fumigation-type applications. “It’s not a spray of
water. Our process is registered with the U.S. Environmental
Agency (EPA) as a sterilant – we have proved that it kills
everything, basically – in a biological environment.”
As this issue was being published the company was
participating in a large-scale test project with the EPA
and Department of Homeland Security to prove ClO2’s
efficiency and effectiveness in the rapid deployment of
decontamination equipment following a biological incident.
“Typically what we do in decon, other than shipping time,
is take one day to set up and a day to actually decontaminate
the building. So, with this test, the government gave us a
three-day timeline,” Lorcheim pointed out.
Clordisys uses a modular approach to decontamination,
allowing it to deploy generators and supporting systems for
an area up to 50,000 cubic feet.

First Responder Focus
First Line is also focused on first responder effectiveness
while working decontamination and other duties in the
hotzone.

Get the latest on new critical mission requirements
for countering IEDs, summit sessions include:
•

New critical mission requirements for Countering IEDs on
the battlefield

•

Enhanced route clearance training techniques and tools for
improved IED anticipation

•

IED detection and increasing the utility of information for unpar
alleled threat detection

•

Understanding where industry can partner with government for
overall collaborative success

www.COUNTERIEDSUMMIT.com
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In one instance the firm is mitigating the historical
problem of heat stress for response personnel wearing
CBRN and other equipment with its PhaseCore Personal
Cooling Products. Sakowitz explained the PhaseCore heatactivated cooling vests absorb excess heat from the body,
thus reducing the possibility of heat stress and enabling
better operational awareness and faster rehabilitation
PhaseCore is used nationwide by various organizations
and municipalities and by select units in the 20th Support
Command as well as in CERFP and CST communities.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Bulking Up First Response Capabilities
By National Guard Public Affairs

The February 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review Report
recommended the establishment of additional National Guard
Bureau first response capacity.
The DoD, based on recommendations from the
Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), directed the National
Guard to create 10 Homeland Response Forces (HRFs):
two in FY11 and eight in FY12. The HRF will be made up
of lifesaving capabilities including Search and Extraction,
Decontamination, Emergency Medical, Security, and
Command and Control (C2), with approximately 566
personnel per HRF. The 10 HRFs, along with 17 Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High Yield Explosive
(CBRNE) Enhanced Response Force Packages (CERFPs)
and 57 Civil Support Teams (CSTs), will provide the initial
military response to a CBRNE incident.
The HRFs will be staffed with National Guard soldiers
and airmen. Regionally oriented, each of the 10 HRFs will
be hosted by state(s) in each of the 10 FEMA regions. HRFs
will provide a scalable capability to bridge a gap between
initial National Guard (NG) response and Title 10 capabilities.
HRFs will improve Command and Control (C2) and Common
Operating Pictures (COPs) of deployed National Guard
CBRNE forces. HRFs will create a mobile, flexible, and
decentralized capability to respond to CBRNE and additional
hazards (HAZMAT).
• When not deployed for CBRNE consequence management
operations, HRF personnel will focus on planning, training,
and exercising at the regional level.
• Each HRF will be composed of approximately 570
personnel.
• HRFs will have a 6-12 hour response posture, similar to that
of the existing CERFPs.
• HRFs will primarily be equipped to deploy via ground
transport to CBRNE incident sites, but can be moved by air
if necessary.
• The core of each HRF is CBRNE capability similar to
that found in the existing 17 CERFPs, however HRFs will
also have substantial command and control and security
capability.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

What has the National Guard done?
The National Guard has planned the overall fielding of the
10 HRFs with many implementation details to be worked out
by the individual HRFs. Eight HRFs will be sourced from single
states. The other two HRFs located in FEMA Region One
and Region Two will be sourced from multiple states within
those regions. The state contributing the HRF command and
control element will be considered the “host” state.
What continued efforts does the program have planned
for the future?
As a key element of the new DoD CBRNE Consequence
Management Enterprise, HRFs will complement existing
forces of about 18,000 personnel. This will include:
• One Defense CBRNE Response Force (DCRF), formerly
CBRNE Consequence Management Forces (CCMRFs)
• Two Consequence Management Command and Control
Elements (C2CREs)
• 57 Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil Support Teams
(WMD-CSTs)
• 17 CBRNE Enhanced Response Force Packages (CERFPs)
The HRFs will operate alongside other National Guardsourced CBRNE Consequence Management forces including
WMD-CSTs and CERFPs, as well as federal-controlled
elements of the enterprise, including DCRF, C2CREs, and
follow-on forces, when necessary.
As this issue of the Source Book was being published,
Rose Richeson, Spokesperson at the National Guard Bureau,
said “We have HRFs which already completed several of
their training requirements, such as search and extraction,
medical training and decontamination training,all of which
are vital to the success of the program. The HRFs have had
several Regional Response Planning conferences within each
of their regionsto include working with the First Responder
Community (local, county, state and national) to coordinate
regional plans all of which has been verypositive. Overall the
HRFs are progressing extremely well.”
Source: www.nationalguard.com
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20th Support Command
— the Full CBRNE package

By MAJ Carol McClelland

You don’t have to be a news junkie to have recently
seen stories about Japan’s damaged nuclear reactors, Libya’s
possession of chemical weapons or the omnipresent improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) that cause death or injury to troops
overseas. Clearly there’s a need for military experts dedicated
to CBRNE, or chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and
high-yield explosive threats. One Army unit retains more than 90
occupational specialties trained to combat those threats.

Extensive List

of

Capabilities

The 20th Support Command, headquartered at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md., is the Department of Defense’s premier
CBRN and Explosive Ordnance Disposal experts. The unit
is the most comprehensive asset dedicated to CBRN and
Explosive Ordnance threats, according to its commander,
Brigadier General Leslie Smith. With more than 4,000 military and
civilian employees dispersed across 23 installations in 19 states,
command and control of these highly specialized units can be
challenging.
“It’s true, I stay on the road a lot,” Smith said. “Under
one umbrella, we have CBRN units, EOD units, Weapons
of Mass Destruction Coordination Elements, Nuclear
Disablement Teams, command and control capabilities
and specialized chemical and biological laboratories
throughout the U.S., all working with a full-time focus on
countering and defeating CBRN and explosive hazards
threats.”

Forces – Korea, said the team brought a unique WMD expertise
to the computer-simulated Key Resolve exercise that preceded
the physical Foal Eagle deployment of forces.
“They are here for this exercise and if we ever went to war,
they would naturally come also,” Sharp said.
Nuclear Disablement Teams fully understand the importance
of eliminating WMD. Made up of nuclear physicists and counterproliferation experts, chemical and health physics specialists,
and EOD technicians, NDTs have advanced technology and are
trained to identify an adversary’s nuclear weapons program; to
identify the infrastructure. The 20th Support Command’s Chief of
Staff, Thomas Cartledge explained.
“We’re not going after the weapon so much; there are other
organizations that focus on that task. The NDTs are going after
the program – the people, the facilities, the materials that would
make the weapons. They try to identify what those are and
then go through disablement operations so that those programs
cease to exist,” he said.
Six WMD Coordination Elements within the command are
teams made up of CBRNE subject matter experts able
to deploy worldwide and plug into units throughout
the Army inventory.
“We’ve trained with Joint Task Force Civil Support
where we’ve helped those commanders in the task
force to plan and do mission analysis to best utilize
their CBRNE assets,” explained Major Andrew
Novinski, operations officer of CE4.

In addition to an extensive list of capabilities, the
command is prepared to function as a Joint Task ForceBG Leslie Smith
capable headquarters. In preparation, the 20th Support
A young command at six and a half years, the unit
Command (CBRNE) partners with the co-located
Joint Elimination and Coordination Element, or JECE—a staff commands the 52nd and 71st Ordnance Groups (EOD) – the
element under U.S. Strategic Command, routinely collaborating, Army’s only two active duty EOD groups. Last fiscal year, EOD
most notably with exercises “Key Resolve” and “Ulchi-Freedom units responded to 244 incidents stateside in support of civilian
Guardian” in Korea. At the 2010 Key Resolve/Foal Eagle drill, agencies or military authorities. Since October 2010, there have
WMD experts from the 20th Support Command, JECE, and already been 120 incidents. These can range from discovery
the Republic of Korea joined to form a Combined Joint Task of a WWII-era artillery shell from a deceased retiree’s attic, to
Force-Elimination. Americans numbering about 18,000 along munitions uncovered on a construction site, to bomb threats.
with 20,000 Korean troops simulated an attack by North Korea
Task Forces Troy in Iraq and Paladin in Afghanistan are
on South Korea. General Walter Sharp, commander of United
Nations Command, Combined Forces Command and U.S. led and largely manned by 20th Support Command (CBRNE)
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soldiers. Personnel at TF Troy have rendered safe nearly
36,500 IEDs since 2006 and 10,700 for TF Paladin since 2008,
preventing injury for incalculable U.S., coalition and host nation
military and the host nation populace. Additionally, attached units
that make up the Combined Exploitation Cell and Weapons
Intelligence Teams perform critical IED forensics and technical
intelligence operations, and provide counter IED intelligence
through collection, analysis and tactical exploitation with the
ultimate goal -- finding and apprehending the bomb maker.
“[My team will] see the evidence of their work when we get
reports back saying ‘evidence from your discovery led to the
processing and arrest of this insurgent and he got this many
years of jail time,’” said Captain Matthew Mason, 22nd Chemical
Battalion (TE), who’s slated to lead a CEXC team consisting
of EOD, biometric, electronics, photography and intelligence
experts to Afghanistan this summer.

Beyond EOD Capabilities
In addition to possessing widely dispersed EOD capabilities,
the 20th also commands the Army’s only active duty operational
chemical brigade, the 48th Chemical Brigade. This unit is rapidly
deployable worldwide with the latest technology to detect,
characterize and decontaminate CBRNE agents and it has
specialized technical escort teams that accompany hazardous
materials that require a high degree of safety or security response
to both the homeland and combatant commanders 24/7. In
fiscal year 2012 the unit is expected to expand further and will
have a significant portion of the command dedicated to domestic
consequence management.
The M1135 NBC Reconnaissance Vehicle, a Stryker-platform
transport with chemical and biological detection capabilities, is
one of the innovative tools chemical soldiers can use. The 181st
CBRN Company at Fort Hood, Texas was one of the first units
to operate the new equipment in a practical field exercise in
March. An upgrade from its predecessor, the M93A1 Fox, the
Stryker provides protection from small arms fire, houses a remote
weapons system enabling the platoon to provide its own security,
and includes equipment that allows Soldiers inside to collect
samples without dismounting.
“Not only do we have the capabilities to detect conventional
weapons of mass destruction, normal chemical agents, biological,
radiological and nuclear agents, but now we can detect a lot of
the industrial chemicals and industrial materials you may find
anywhere, no matter what country or region you’re in,” said
1st Lt. Jaciel Guerrero, a platoon leader in the 181st CBRN
Company. “We can also help civil affairs. [If] you have a village
where people are maybe getting sick and showing symptoms
of certain types of chemicals or materials that may be toxic to a
human, we can go out there, we can test water, we can test soil.”
In addition to having highly trained military members, the
20th Support Command (CBRNE) has a unique directorate that’s
primarily made up of highly trained and experienced civilians. With
more than 120 employees comprised primarily of Department of
the Army civilians – most of whom are either prior or retired
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CBRN or explosive ordnance disposal technicians – the CBRNE
Analytical & Remediation Activity acts as a premier reaction force
for the command’s efforts to ensure continued support to DOD’s
CBRNE defense and related initiatives through safe and secure
hazardous material escorts throughout the continental U.S. using
its aviation assets and specially trained escort teams.
The vast experience and knowledge of the professionals at
CARA has proven to be the organization’s most valuable asset,
according to the command’s director Charlene “Bess” Jensen.
“About 75 percent of our workforce is prior or retired military
so they have a lot of good experience and training when they
come to CARA,” Jensen said. “That’s part of the good thing
about CARA; they can change at a moment. They know how to
do mission analysis, they know how to deploy. They’re incredibly
resourceful. You can take one of our teams and put them just
about anywhere and give them very little and they will find what
they need.”
The soldiers, civilians and contractors that make up the 20th
possess unique capabilities in the CBRNE field making it the
“go to” unit, essential to protect the U.S. public and DoD forces
against existing and emerging CBRN and Explosive Ordnance
threats. Liberty We Defend!

Editor’s note: MAJ Carol McClelland is Chief, Public Affairs,
20th Support Group.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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